Ux307
Active Photocatalytic Oxidation Technology
Main Features:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Ball bearing, brushless fan for ultra‐quiet operation
and long life.
Advanced Photocatalytic Oxidation Technology ‐
(PCO).
Needlepoint ion generator.
Washable filters.
Adjustable treatment control, 250 to 1500 square
feet.
“Away Mode” for concentrated treatment of
unoccupied spaces.
Remote control.
Efficient power consumption.
Universal input power supply.
Aggressively removes smoke and odor. Does not just
cover them up. Significant reduction of mold,
bacteria and viruses.

The Ux307 is an advanced and versatile indoor air treatment system. The Ux307 significantly
reduces odors, smoke, pollen, dust, bacteria, mold, pet dander, viruses
and much more. The Ux307 is scalable, allowing the user to select the
amount of output desired for the bio‐load and size of the space to be
treated. The “Away Mode” setting allows for quick sanitization of heavy
bio‐load in an unoccupied area. A programmable timer will automatically
turn off the Ux307. The auto‐shutoff defaults to a maximum run time of 2
hours and can be changed for shorter times. Please see your Owner’s
Manual for important warnings and cautions.
Ux307 in optional Pearl
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SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions:
Electrical:
Weight:
Coverage:

6.5” x 6.75” x 7”
100V‐240V / 50‐60Hz 30W (universal input)
3.0 lbs.
Up to 1500 sqft. (depending on bio‐load)

The Technology:
The Ux307 utilizes four advanced technologies to treat indoor air. First, the Ux307 uses an
electrostatic filter to help keep the device clean while also filtering out particles which clump
together thanks to the second technology in the Ux307, needlepoint ionization. This generates
a stream of millions of ions which bond to particles of dust, dander, bacteria and viruses
causing them to clump. This makes it easier for them to be pulled though the area’s HVAC
filtration or causes them to simply fall to the floor where they are vacuumed up during routine
cleaning. The third technology in the Ux307 is the generation of scalable activated oxygen
which will break down mold, bacteria, and other biological contaminants which cause odors.
The user can select the amount of treatment needed for a particular area, including the
optional AWAY Mode for particularly challenging clean ups. The AWAY Mode features an auto‐
shutoff timer allowing maximum output while the
area is unoccupied.* Additionally, the Ux307 utilizes
an PCO technology that produces a cleansing plasma
that actively breaks down pathogens, odors and
mold in the treated area. Active Photocatalytic
Oxidation technology (PCO) is a molecular
disassociation process which doesn’t just cover up
the source of odors; it actually breaks the source down on a molecular level.

*CAUTION: DO NOT use AWAY Mode in occupied spaces. Short term exposure to ozone levels above
.05ppm can cause temporary adverse reactions.
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